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• Currencies, equities and interest rate traders have for years

used algos to turn existing data into successful trades

• Automated Trading has recently been growing for energy

trades (mainly on exchange) as margins under pressure -

information edge has been blunted (democratisation of data, 

markets more transparent)

• Increasingly fundamentals and prices get out of balance with

increased volumes of trades executed by algos

• Acknowledgement by energy trading firms that digitisation is

increasingly driving trading strategies and has to be

proactively embraced to remain competitive

• Data gathering and statistical analysis of historical data

• Internal challenges remain as each desk in charge of its own 

P&L and multiple technology platforms exist
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• MiFIDII: ‘Algorithmic trading’ means trading in financial instruments where 

a computer algorithm automatically determines individual parameters of 

orders such as whether to initiate the order, the timing, price or quantity of 

the order or how to manage the order after its submission, with limited or 

no human intervention, and does not include any system that is only used for the purpose of routing 

orders to one or more trading venues or for the processing of orders involving no determination of any trading 

parameters or for the confirmation of orders or the post-trade processing of executed transactions 
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Platform Instruments Example Algorithmic Tools

Trayport Financial/Spot Iceberg, Spread Maker, Market Maker, Ghost, Take to Market

EXXETA Financial/Spot Aggress Order, MS Excel Quoting, Hidden Orders, Quoting, Routing, Synthetic Iceberg 

Order, Surplus Order, Internalize

TT Financial/Spot ADL, Aggregator, Autotrader, Liquidate, Sniper

Likron Spot* Smart Iceberg, Smart Volume, Hidden Iceberg

Powell Spot* Iceberg, Discretionary Iceberg, Market Observer, Best Buy-Sell Variation, 

In-house Spot/financial Various

• Many energy companies have developed algos in-house and others are 

embedded within platforms:
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• Algos have the potential to

- disrupt markets (full blown flash crash 2010/mini crashes and faulty

algos)        

- increase volatility; and

- manipulate markets, e.g. quote stuffing; layering/spoofing

• Already in 2011 ESMA under MiFIDI issued guidelines on systems and 

controls in an automated trading environment

• BaFin made these requirements more concrete with German High 

Frequency Law of May 2013

• MiFID II (RTS 6) and MAR establish minimum regulatory requirements for

algorithmic trading activities in financial instruments
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• FCA in February 2018 published Algorithmic Trading Compliance 

in Wholesale Markets - broad framework for structuring a 

compliance programme – provides clear expectation of what it

considers good or bad practice in algorithmic trading activity

• Focuses on key requirements under MiFiD II but of interest to all 

algo trading activity

• PRA in June 2018 published Policy Statement of Algorithmic

Trading

• Do we have recent guidance from other countries/regulators?
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Defining algorithmic trading 

Key objective: To ensure firms 

establish an appropriate 

process to identify algorithmic 

trading,  manage ‘material 

changes’ and maintain a 

comprehensive inventory of 

algorithmic trading across the 

business

- Single and comprehensive inventory of how and what types

of algos, trading strategies, systems risk controls are used in 

the company, including what are the algo‘s operational 

objectives, parameters and behavioural characteristics; 

Break down the various components or algos contained

within a strategy, who owns and uses them? Who is

approved to operate the strategy for a particular algo? To be

reviewed and refreshed at least annually

- Challenges: 

- Algos vs. automated tools

- Energy companies‘ desks often independent of each

other whereas algos may be applied across desks

- Regulated vs. spot algos

- What is a material change to an existing algo?
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Development and Testing

Key Objective: to ensure 

firms maintain robust, 

consistent and well 

understood development and 

testing processes which 

identify potential issues 

across trading algorithms 

prior to full deployment

- Establish methodologies/policies on development, validation

and testing procedures; sign-off by support functions

- Appoint a project lead

- Perform conformance testing (kill function!)

- Same standards to apply to self-developed algos and vendor

solutions (responsibility cannot be outsourced)

Challenges: 

- Revisiting of existing processes

- How to break down complex technical solutions so that

non-technical staff understand the potential market

implications

- Skill shortages - Legal/Compliance vs. trader vs. IT

- Time pressure

- Costs of staffing/establishing new roles to focus on 

algorithmic trading activities
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Risk Controls

Key objective: To ensure 

firms develop suitable and 

robust pre and post trade 

controls to monitor, identify 

and reduce potential trading 

risks across algorithmic 

trading activity

- Set up dedicated teams to monitor activity

- Prevent company from inadvertendly engaging in HFT

- Tailor monitoring and surveillance to specific risks of algos

- Alerts to be generated at pre-defined levels (boundary

conditions)

- No unmonitored algo activity

Challenges:

- 24/7 trading and how to ensure coverage

- Dependence on data sources

- How do we achieve real time monitoring?

- Availability of test environments

- Assessment of intra-day exposures vs. D+1
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ESMA proposed definition of HFT 

• Using an infrastructure with at least 4 messages per second in respect of all financial instruments across a 

trading venue or 

• Using an infrastructure with at least 2 messages per second trades with respect to a single instrument trades 

on a trading venue. 

Only MIFID II financial instruments fall under this regime. Engaging in high frequency algorithmic trading

(HFT) automatically triggers a licence requirement under MIFID II. 

BaFin proposed definition of HFT 

“Based on the latest technology available, 

• Large volume of intra-day message means 75,000 messages or more on average over the year per trading 

venue according to the ISO 10383 Market Identifier Code per trading day.

• Messages to be counted are each new order or quote, each successful change to an order or quote and each 

successful deletion of an order or quote. e.g. matches, do not count.

• Message volume must be determined on a rolling basis per trading day based on the previous 12-month period.

The sum of messages is to be calculated for each trading day and the moving average thereof is to be 

calculated on a daily basis using the last 250 trading days.”
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Governance and oversight

Key objective: To ensure firms 

maintain an appropriate 

governance and oversight 

framework which 

demonstrates effective 

challenge from senior 

management, risk 

management and compliance 

on algorithms

- Introduce clear lines of accountability and separation of

tasks and responsibilities/validation (algo policy)

- Responsiblity for and understanding of algo trading with

senior management

- Introduce tight approval processes for new algos including

material changes to existing algos

- Compliance functions to conduct comprehensive gap

analysis of their ability to supervise algo trading activity

Challenges: 

- How to ensure that technically complex algos are fully 

understood by support functions and senior management?

- Sufficient authority and technical knowledge 

- Direct line to whoever has access to the kill switch
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Market conduct

Key objective: To ensure firms 

appropriately consider the 

potential impact of their 

algorithmic trading on market 

integrity, monitor for potential 

conduct issues and reduce 

market abuse risks

- Approval process to specifically address potential impact

of specific algo on market integrity

- Specific monitoring and surveillance requirements set out 

in Art 16 of MAR and Art 13 of RTS 6; automated

surveillance system required

- Cover full range of trading activities and produce alerts for

human analysis

- Ensure transmission of STORs

- Regular MAR trainings

Challenges: 

- Effective surveillance is continuous learning exercise

(selecting the right key risk indicators)
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• Companies that engage in algo trading have to adhere to certain minimum

principles and tailor their solutions to their individual level of risk in their

algo trading strategies

• Expectation that each company develops a compliance programme that

takes account of its level of sophistication

• FCA has provided a broad framework for structuring a compliance 

programme that serves as the basis from which to build

• Sanctions for failure to comply with algo requirements differ in each country, 

could be as high as 10% of company‘s turnover in Germany (e.g. for failure

to set-up/maintain controls, failure to notify) (WpHG)
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• Responsiblity for testing and performance of algos

cannot be outsourced to third parties

• Companies have to individually tailor their compliance

programme depending on how complex their (algo) 

trading activities are

• Algos are here to stay but they come at a (compliance) 

cost – senior management and risk functions play a key

role in the process

• Risk and Compliance to take the lead in educating the

Business
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• MIFID II and MAR only address algorithmic trading in 

financial instruments, beware - certain spot algo strategies

may be riskier than some financial algos that are bought off 

the shelf

• More guidance likely to emerge over time from different 

regulators

• Governance and controls for algo trading require close and 

continuous interaction/teamwork between Compliance, Risk, 

front office and IT functions

• Are you adequately staffed to meet the challenges?
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